ABSTRACT In GitHub, integrators inspect submitted code changes, make evaluation decision, and close pull requests. Some pull requests may be reopened for further modification and code review. It remains unknown why some pull requests are reopened, and how they affect software development. In this paper, we conduct a case study to understand reopened pull requests. We collect 100,622 pull requests from 7 popular projects in GitHub. We study the impacts of reopened pull requests on the code review process. We then qualitatively analyze the root reasons that lead to reopening pull requests. Finally, we examine the characteristics of pull requests caused by various reasons. Our main observations are: 1) Reopened pull requests have lower acceptance rates, more comments, and longer evaluation time than non-reopened pull requests. 2) Several key reasons that lead to reopened pull request are identified such as bugs, change minds, insufficient tests, incompatible version, tests fails, and so on. 3) Reopened pull requests in different categories have various acceptance rates, comment amounts, and evaluation time. Reopened pull requests in the category rebase and change branch has the largest number of comments and the longest evaluation time. These findings provide insights to decrease reopened pull requests, develop a variety of assistant tools, and reduce the maintenance cost of open source projects.
I. INTRODUCTION
GitHub 1 is popular among a large number of software developers around the word [1] . GitHub provides support for pull-based development, and allow developers to make contributions flexibly and efficiently [2] , [3] . Figure 1 shows the life cycle of pull requests in GitHub: When a set of changes is ready, contributors create and submit pull requests to the main repository in GitHub. Second, integrators inspect the submitted code changes, identify issues, and make accept or reject decision. Third, integrators close pull requests. Fourth, some pull requests may be opened again for further modification and code review, and these pull requests are called reopened pull requests. Different from the first three steps, the reopen step is not necessary for the pull request evaluation process.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Roberto Nardone. 1 http://github.com A number of studies worked on reopened bugs [4] - [8] , reopened issues [9] and reopened pull requests [10] . Mi and Keung found that 6%-10% of total bugs will lead to reopening eventually [6] . Xia et al. designed an automatic, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ high accuracy predictor of reopened bugs [8] . Kikas et al. found that 4% of issues in their dataset sample were reopened and closed multiple times [9] . In our previous work [10] , we proposed an approach to predict reopened pull requests automatically. To the best of our knowledge, characteristics of reopened pull requests have not been studied. It remains unknown why some pull requests are reopened, and how they affect software development. It is important to provide a comprehensive analysis of reopened pull requests in GitHub. The understanding of reopened pull requests can provide some suggestions for contributors to reduce maintenance cost and decrease reopened pull requests. Furthermore, results will provide insights for a variety of tools, which help developers to solve problems of reopened pull requests. Through the analysis of pull requests caused by different reasons, integrators may prioritize reopened pull requests for their reasons, and allocate resources accordingly.
In this paper, we conduct an case study of reopened pull request in GitHub [11] . We collect 100,622 pull requests from seven popular projects in GitHub (Section II). We study the impacts of reopened pull requests on code review (Section III). We explore reasons that may lead to reopened pull requests (Section IV). We study characteristics of pull requests caused by various reasons (Section V). In particular, our study aims to answer three key questions:
RQ1: What are the impacts of reopened pull requests on code review? RQ2: What are the root causes of reopened pull requests? RQ3: What are the differences between pull requests caused by various reasons?
The main findings of this paper are as follows:
• Reopened pull requests have lower acceptance rates, more comments and longer evaluation time than non-reopened pull requests.
• Several key reasons that lead to reopened pull request are identified such as bugs, change minds, insufficient tests, incompatible version, tests fails, and so on.
• Reopened pull requests in different categories have various acceptance rates, comment amounts, and evaluation time. Reopened pull requests in the category squash commits has the largest acceptance rate. Reopened pull requests in the category rebase and change branch has the largest number of comments and the longest evaluation time. Our findings show that reopened pull requests have more comments and take a longer time to get evaluated which lead to the already busy integrators to get more works to do. We find several reasons that lead to reopening pull request and provide suggestions for developers to minimize reopening rate by adopting appropriate actions such as providing sufficient tests before pull requests' submission.
II. BACKGROUND AND DATA COLLECTION
In this section, we first describe the background and then introduce data collection. 
A. BACKGROUND
GitHub allows developers to work effectively in distributed software open projects enabled by Git. Unlike control version systems such as subversion, with Git there is no canonical copy of the code base. All copies are working copies, and developers can commit local changes on a working copy without needing to be connected to a centralized server [3] , [12] .
When a set of changes is ready, contributors create and submit pull requests to the main repository in GitHub. Integrators inspect submitted code changes, identify issues, make accept or reject decision, and close the pull requests. Nevertheless, in some cases, pull requests may be opened again for further modification and code review, and these pull requests are called reopened pull requests.
To illustrate the contribution process, Figure 2 shows an example of the pull request ID 27653 in the project rails 2 . In order to make the figure clear, we mainly show close and reopen of this pull request, and delete some comments. First, a contributor s-jcs created a pull request to match indentations in environment template. Second, an integrator eileencodes decided to reject the pull request because she did not accept cosmetic changes. Finally, another integrator rafaelfranca thought that it was better to fix the wrong indentation. Therefore, integrator rafaelfranca reopened this pull request, changed the decision made by integrator eileencodes, and accepted this pull request.
B. DATA COLLECTION
In this subsection, we introduce how we select projects and how we collect datasets.
In data collection, we choose popular projects, because they receive many pull requests and provide datasets for our research. We obtain 10 projects with most of pull requests from dataset 3 [13] . 7 projects have more than 5,000 stars, while other 3 projects have less than 300 stars. The number of stars shows the number of developers who are interested in this project [14] . We explore popular projects in this paper, and thus exclude 3 projects with less than 300 stars. Our datasets comprise 7 projects:
• rails 4 is a web application development framework that includes everything needed to create database-backed web applications according to the Model-ViewController (MVC) pattern.
• cocos2d-x 5 is a multi-platform framework for building 2D games, interactive books, demos and other graphical applications.
• symfony 6 is a PHP framework for web applications and a set of reusable PHP components.
• homebrew-cask 7 is a command line interface workflow for the administration of Mac applications distributed as binaries.
• zendframework 8 is a collection of professional PHP packages used to develop web applications and services using PHP.
• angular.js 9 is an open source JavaScript tool set for building the framework of web application.
• bootstrap 10 is an open source framework for developing responsive, mobile first projects on the web with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. All these projects provide fundamental functions for software development. The basic information of the selected projects is introduced in Table 1 . All projects have more than 5,000 stars and more than 5,000 pull requests. This outcome indicates the activeness and the popularity of these projects. Their programming languages include Ruby, C++, PHP, and JavaScript. GitHub's developer site offers broad documentation on its APIs and provides valuable opportunities for research [3] , [11] . We gathered our dataset through GitHub API 11 and information was collected in June 2017. For each pull request, we collected its ID, its creation times, and its last status time as well as its last status (accepted, rejected or remains open). In GitHub, any developers can post comments to provide their suggestions for the evaluation of pull requests. In order to understand discussions in code review, we collected comments on pull requests.
Event API 12 returns different events that occur around an issue or pull request such as accepted, closed, reopened and so on. We collected pull requests' events through this API. If a pull request has a reopened event, this pull request is ever reopened; otherwise, this pull request has never been reopened. The reopened event's creation time is the reopen time of this pull request. We also collected comments in pull request evaluation.
A pull request can be merged using Github facilities or plain Git utilities. According to previous work [15] , we split pull requests into two separate groups, namely accepted pull requests or rejected pull requests. In order to identify accepted pull requests, we resort to the following requirements [15] , listed here in order of application: 1) The pull request has an accepted event before the closed event. 2) At least one of the commits associated with the pull request appears in the target project's master branch. 3) A commit closes the pull request (using the fixes: convention advocated by Github) and that commit appears in the project's master branch. 4) One of the last 3 discussion comments contain a commit unique identifier. This commit appears in the project's master branch, and the corresponding comment can be matched by the following regular expression: (?:merg|appl|pull|push|integrat)(?:ing|i?ed) 5) The latest comment before the pull request's close matches the regular expression in the fourth requirement. If a pull request satisfies one of above requirements, the pull request is considered as accepted, otherwise it is considered as rejected. Table 1 represents the percentage of reopened pull requests. In the fifth column, the value before the slash is the number of reopened pull requests, while the value after the slash is its percentage. 2.97% and 3.78% of pull requests are reopened in projects angular.js and zendframework respectively. In projects rails, symfony, homebrew-cask, and bootstrap, more than 1% of pull requests are reopened. Reopened pull requests exist in all projects.
III. CHARACTERISTIC OF REOPENED AND NON-REOPENED PULL REQUESTS
In this section, we explore how reopened pull requests affect code review. We divided pull requests into two disjoint groups: reopened pull request and non-reopened pull request. Table 2 shows the number of non-reopened pull requests and reopened pull requests, which are mainly studied in this section.
A. ACCEPTANCE RATE
In GitHub, integrators inspect submitted code changes, identify issues, make accept or reject decision, and close the pull requests. Closed pull requests have two kinds of code review results, namely accepted or rejected. We study whether non-reopened pull requests and reopened pull requests have different code review results. For each project, the acceptance rate is computed as the number of accepted pull requests, divided by the number of all pull requests. Table 3 illustrates acceptance rates at final close. In project symfony, 59.53% of non-reopened pull requests are accepted, while 35% of reopened pull requests are accepted. The acceptance rate in the non-reopened pull request group is greater than that in the reopened pull request group. Most of others projects have similar results. Reopened pull requests have a lower acceptance rate than non-reopened pull requests.
In GitHub, reopened pull requests may have different code review results at the first close and final close. For example, some of the pull requests can be rejected at first get reopened and then get accepted finally. For each project, we compute the number of reopened pull requests, which are accepted at the first close, divided by the number of reopened pull requests. Table 4 presents the reopened pull requests' status at the first and final close. At the first close, we notice that only project symfony has 0.9% reopened pull requests which are accepted, while none of the reopened pull requests is accepted at the first close in other projects. At the final close, more than 40% of reopened pull requests are accepted in projects rails, cocos2d-x, homebrew-cask and zendframework. In projects symfony, angular.js and bootstrap, 35.00%, 4.48% and 31.62% of reopened pull requests are finally accepted. Results show that even if some pull requests are rejected at first, they can be reopened and become accepted at last. In project symfony, integrators accept these 2 pull requests, and then they find some problems and reopen pull requests. For example, pull request 497 13 is accepted and reopened, because developers want to fix some issues.
B. COMMENT AMOUNT AND EVALUATION TIME
Any developers can leave comments and exchange their opinions in the evaluation of pull requests. Comments before the first close are about reasons for first decision, while comments after the first close are about reopened reasons. All comments are about evaluation of pull requests, and thus they are used in comparison between reopened and non-reopened pull requests.
We compute the number of comments for each pull request. Then we calculate the median value of the number of comments across the two groups. The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test is a non-parametric statistical test that assesses the statistical significance of the difference between two distributions [16] . Hence, we perform the MWW Test to test and confirm the significance of comment difference between non-reopened and reopened pull requests. Table 5 presents the median value of developers' comments for non-reopened and reopened pull requests. We noticed that the median value of comments for reopened pull request is many more than these of non-reopened pull requests. For example, in project symfony, the median value of comments for non-reopened and reopened pull requests is 2 and 7, respectively. The Mann-Wilcoxon-Whitney Test shows that the differences in developers' comments of non-reopened and reopened pull requests are statistically significant at a 0.05 significance level. For all the 7 projects, the P-values are < 1.0e −05 . Thus, we conclude that reopened pull requests need more comments than non-reopened pull requests.
For the non-reopened pull request, we compute evaluation time as the time interval between the pull request's creation time and the pull request's close time. For a reopened pull request, evaluation time is computed as the time interval between the pull request's creation time and the pull request's close time, minus time interval between the pull requests' first close time and its first reopening time. We do not consider the gap between pull requests' first close and its first reopening, because integrators do not make any evaluation during this gap. Then, we compute the median value of evaluation time for reopened and non-reopened pull requests, respectively. We also perform a Mann-Wilcoxon-Whitney Test to evaluate the different significance of evaluation time between these two groups. Table 6 presents the median evaluation time for reopened and non-reopened pull requests across the 7 projects. We noticed that the median evaluation time of reopened pull requests is much longer than that of non-reopened pull requests. In project angular.js, the median evaluation time is 12.53 and 2.63 days for reopened and non-reopened pull requests, respectively. The Mann-Wilcoxon-Whitney Test shows that the differences in the evaluation time of non-reopened and reopened pull requests are statistically significant at a 0.05 significance level in the majority of projects. Hence, we conclude that reopened pull requests require more time to get closed than non-reopened pull requests.
RQ1:
Reopened pull requests have lower acceptance rates, more comments and longer evaluation time than non-reopened pull requests.
IV. REASONS FOR REOPENED PULL REQUESTS
In this section we present our reopened pull requests selection criteria, identify main reasons that may lead to reopened pull requests, manually classify pull requests to corresponding reasons, and analyze the distribution of reopened reasons.
Due to the high cost of time of manually checking all reopened requests, we study a statistical representative sample of these reopened pull requests [17] . We use sample size 14 to decide the number of selected and reopened pull requests in each project. In the project rails, 60 selected and reopened pull requests from a population of 467 reopened pull requests yield a 90% confidence level with a 10% error margin. For other projects, we also compute the number of selected and reopened pull requests which yields a 90% confidence level with a 10% error margin. Table 7 represents the statistically representative samples for our datasets. In total, we randomly selected 363 out of 1,703 reopened pull requests for manual inspection.
Some pull requests get reopened after its first close. However, it is unknown why pull requests are reopened. Generally, each pull request in GitHub has a description and several comments written by contributors, integrators and other developers. Comments before the first close are about reasons for first decision (Whether to accept or reject the pull request). Thus, we analyze comments after the first close. Some pull requests are reopened to solve some problems, which are discussed in comments. We follow the card sorting approach to label pull requests [18] .
Step 1 (Card Sorting): We create one card for each of the pull requests. The card contains pull request information from several data sources, e.g., pull request title, body and comments. The first author and the second author jointly figure out categories of reopened reasons. The detailed steps are as below:
We first randomly pick 4 projects rails, cocos2d-x, symfony and zendframework, and manually inspect reopened pull requests. Then we sort reopened pull requests into distinct pull request sets according to their reopened causes. The reopened causes of some pull requests are unclear, and we omit them from our card sort. Finally, we discuss each pull request set and name it. The resulting classification scheme contains 16 categories as shown in Table 9 .
Step 2 (Labeling): The first and second authors independently classify pull requests into corresponding categories. We use Fleiss Kappa [19] to measure the agreement between the two labelers. We describe the interpretation of Kappa values in Table 8 . The overall Kappa value between the two authors on reopened pull requests is 0.66, which indicates substantial agreement between authors. After completing the manual labeling process, the two authors discussed their disagreements to reach a common decision. • symfony/symfony #13896 Try to re-open this one and see if this will fix the broken fabbot.io issue. 2) Change mind: 11.29% of pull requests are reopened because integrators change mind about rejecting pull requests, reopen pull requests and then accept changes proposed. The pull request in the example below is illustrating this scenario:
• rails/rails #27653 An integrator says: Hey @s-jcs thanks for taking the time to send a PR! On Rails we don't accept cosmetic changes (which includes changes to indentation, spacing, code style that does not improve readability, etc). And then, another integrator says: This is in generated code so it is better to fix the wrong indentation. 3) Insufficient tests: 9.09% of pull requests are reopened because they need more tests. The pull request in the example below is illustrating this scenario:
• twbs/bootstrap #16043 MSTM and LGTM. Thanks for including regression/unit tests!
• zendframework/zendframework #2276 @juhasuni bump -need tests. If I don't see tests, we'll close this in 7 days. 4) Unknown: For 8.82% of reopened pull requests, their developers do not leave any comments that could help us to identify the reopening reasons.
• symfony/symfony #16851 no comment is left for a reopened reason. 5) Incompatible version: For 7.44% of reopened pull requests, their contributions are not compatible with the release version of the project. The bellow pull request can serve as examples:
• caskroom/homebrew-cask #33492 This version of duplicati is very old, but the latest version is experimental (it has been for about 4 years). Should I update it to the "experimental" version? 6) Tests fail: 8.54% of reopened pull requests have test failure problems which need to be fixed. Some pull requests can serve as examples for this reason:
• rails/rails #8553 Ok well I can't get travis to run it, but I pulled this branch down locally and it has failing tests. @ndbroadbent are you still interested in working on this?
• twbs/bootstrap #18280 Tests failed. Automated cross-browser testing via Sauce Labs and Travis CI shows that the JavaScript changes in this pull request are: BUSTED. 7) Closed accidentally: 6.06% of pull requests are reopened because an integrator does not want to close it, but he/she presses wrongly on the close button and gets it closed. In these following examples, comments upon these pull requests can serve as examples for this reason:
• symfony/symfony #16590 Closed by accident.
• caskroom/homebrew-cask #28075 sorry, It accidentally closed this PR by force push before re-commit:( 8) Rebase and change branch 15 : 4.96% of pull requests is reopened due to the need of rebasing individual commits or integrating change from one branch into another one. The example below is a typical example for this reason:
• rails/rails #9601 @schneems this PR can't be accepted any more. Can you rebase it against master and force-push to your branch before the review? 15 https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Git-Branching-Rebasing • cocos2d/cocos2d-x #2413 As far as I know all the other library names match the upstream naming convention. I will rebase and update the PR. 9) Incompatible platforms: 3.58% of pull requests are reopened because pull requests are incompatible with some platforms such as operating system version, web browsers and so on. This scenario is illustrated by this following comment from the pull request below:
• twbs/bootstrap #594 This issue just happened in firefox, IE 8 and Google Chrome are both works well without empty-cells: show in css files, but firefox not, when I added empty-cells: show, it works. 10) Squash commits 16 : 3.31% of pull requests are reopened because commits had to be combined into one commit and merged into the default branch. The pull request bellow can illustrate such a case:
• rails/rails #28782 Can you squash down your commits to one? After that looks ready to me:) 11) Configuration errors: 3.03% of pull requests are reopened because they have configuration issues that need to be fixed. The pull request illustrates the scenario:
• zendframework/zendframework #4741 Would it be alright to remove the constructor for Zend/Code /Generator/DocBlock/Tag/LicenseTag as the setting of options are covered by Zend/Code/Generator/AbstractGenerator The only issue is the setting of the default value 'license' when name is empty. 12) Clarification needed: 3.03% of pull requests are reopened because more explanation or documentation about the contributions are requested from integrators in order to get a better understanding. This scenario is in the following example from the pull request below:
• zendframework/zendframework #3879 @david-windell Can you detail the use case a bit more, in codeshow the type of data set, and why this approach will better address it? (this will also be a nice start to documenting the feature). Once you have, ping @bakura10 so he can better understand and review. So far, though, looks sane. 13) Conflict: 2.48% of pull requests are reopened for conflict reasons. The conflict is caused by a couple of lines changes, especially when developers make different changes to the same line of the same file on different branches in the project. Pull request bellow can be served as a typical example for this reason:
• rails/rails #26603 This change is already in master -#26595. The commit could not be cherry-picked directly on 5-0-stable due to a merge conflict with persistence_test.rb. So I fixed it locally and opened PR for 5-0-stable. 14) Wrong branch: 2.48% of pull requests are reopened because pull requests are processed in wrong branches. 16 https://help.github.com/articles/about-pull-request-merges An integrator's comment upon a pull request below illustrates such a scene:
• twbs/bootstrap #5326 Sorry, wrong branch. 15) Compilation errors: : 0.55% of pull requests are reopened because pull requests fail at the compiling process. This scenario can be illustrated in the example below:
• twbs/bootstrap #13619 @bassjobsen This currently fails to compile; see the Travis build output. 16) Others: 9.64% of pull requests are reopened for other reasons. The example below illustrates this scenario:
• cocos2d/cocos2d-x #1288 Yes, I updated the other projects. They should be part of this pull request.
RQ2:
Several key reasons that lead to reopened pull request are identified such as bugs, change minds, insufficient tests, incompatible version, tests fails, and so on.
V. CHARACTERISTIC OF PULL REQUESTS WITH DIFFERENT REASONS
In section IV, we study reasons for reopening pull requests.
In this section, we study the characteristics of pull requests for all reasons, which are described in Table 9 . We first study acceptance distribution of various categories of reopened pull requests. Then we investigate the number of comments and evaluation time.
A. ACCEPTANCE RATE
Integrators may accept or reject pull requests. For different categories of pull requests, we computed the number of accepted and reopened pull requests, divided by the total number of reopened pull requests. incompatible platforms, configuration errors and clarification needed, the percentages of accepted and reopened pull requests are lower than 50%. Acceptance rates are much different for pull requests with different reopened reasons.
It is easy for developers to squash commits together and generate new commits, which consequently leads to high acceptance rate of reopened pull requests. As shown in Table 10 , 75% of reopened pull request belonging to category squash commits are accepted finally.
For category wrong branch, acceptance rate of reopened pull requests is as high as 71.43%. Some pull requests are submitted in inappropriate branches. In order to fix this issue, developers simply move pull requests from their current branches to accurate branches.
Developers are likely to provide tests by themselves and solve insufficient test issues. Therefore, 66.67% of reopened pull requests in category insufficient tests are finally accepted.
Some pull requests are incompatible with some platforms such as operating system version, web browsers and so on. Knowledge of different platforms is required, and it is not easy to solve this problem. Therefore, only 41.67% of reopened pull requests in category incompatible platforms are finally accepted.
B. COMMENT AMOUNT AND EVALUATION TIME
In this subsection, we explore comment amount and evaluation time for pull requests with different reopened reasons. Developers leave comments and exchange their opinions. Evaluation time is computed as the time interval between the pull request's creation time and the pull request's close time, minus time interval between the pull requests' first close time and its first reopening time. Table 11 shows the median number of comments and the median evaluation time for various categories of pull requests. The median number of comments is at least 7 for pull requests belonging to categories closed accidentally, rebase and change branch, change minds and squash commits. In contrast, for categories incompatible version, conflict and wrong branch, the median number of comments is less than 4. Pull requests in different categories have various comment amount. Categories rebase and change branch, closed accidentally and bugs have evaluation time longer than 7 days, while categories clarification needed, incompatible version, wrong branch and compilation errors have evaluation time smaller than 1 day. Pull requests in different categories also have various evaluation time.
For categories rebase and change branch and closed accidentally, pull requests have the largest number of comments. The category rebase and change branch has the longest median evaluation time. The operation of the rebase and change branch is used to move code changes from one branch to another branch. There may be a lot of commits made by developers in different branches, and the operation of rebasing and change branch may cost a long time. While performing the operation of rebasing and change branch, every ongoing change must be stopped, which might slow down the teamwork and lead to long evaluation time of pull requests. The category closed accidentally also has a long median evaluation time. Developers may accidentally close pull requests during an in-depth discussion of code review. Simple pull requests have few comments, and they are unlikely to be accidentally closed by developers.
For the category wrong branch, the median number of comments is 1, and median evaluation time is only 0.19 day. Developers move pull requests from their current branches to correct branches, which do not need much discussion or evaluation time.
RQ3:
Reopened pull requests in different categories have various acceptance rates, comment amounts, and evaluation time. Reopened pull requests in the category squash commits has the largest acceptance rate. Reopened pull requests in the category rebase and change branch has the largest number of comments and the longest evaluation time.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we first describe implications of the results. Then we discuss threats to validity.
A. IMPLICATIONS
In this subsection, we discuss practical values from perspective of contributors, integrators and researchers.
1) CONTRIBUTORS
Our findings provided implications for contributors to improve their pull-based development process. First, Table 9 introduces problems which cause reopened pull requests. Contributors may try to reduce these problems in evaluation of pull requests, and increase acceptance probabilities. For example, contributors should submit pull requests with sufficient tests and correct branches. Second, contributors may decide whether they will try to solve problems and modify reopened pull requests, based on historical acceptance rate of pull requests with the same reasons. For example, 66.67% of reopened pull requests in category insufficient tests are finally accepted. If contributors add tests, their reopened pull requests are likely to be accepted.
2) INTEGRATORS
This paper provides some suggestions for integrators to improve the evaluation of pull requests. First, 11.29% of pull requests are reopened because integrators change their minds about rejecting pull requests. Before making decisions of pull requests, integrators need to carefully think about whether pull requests satisfy requirements of projects. If integrators are unsure about pull requests, they may discuss with other integrators. Better communication among integrators may decrease change minds issues and reduce reopened pull requests. Second, 15.7% of pull requests are reopened because they have bugs that need to be fixed. Some projects in Github use continuous integration tools to examine test failures, such as Travis CI [13] , [20] . Integrators may use continuous integration tools in projects, which automatically find bugs, and allow contributors to fix bugs soon after the submission of pull requests. As new commits are integrated into repositories, bug fixing for reopened pull requests becomes more complex and costs a longer time.
3) RESEARCHERS
Results in this paper may encourage researchers to further study pull requests in GitHub.
First, some researchers studied factors which affect pull request evaluation latency [21] or issue lifetime [9] in GitHub. In this paper, we study evaluation time of pull requests which are reopened for different reasons. Results show that categories rebase and change branch and change minds have long evaluation time. In future work, researchers may study the impact factors of evaluation time for reopened pull requests, and predict evaluation time for specific categories of reopened pull requests. These results can help integrators to prioritize reopened pull requests and allocate resources accordingly.
Second, the category incompatible platforms has low acceptance rate of 41.67%. Some pull requests are incompatible with some platforms such as operating system version, web browsers and so on. In order to solve this problem, developers need to acquire knowledge of various platforms, which costs much time and energy. Further research could be conducted to propose some methods and provide useful information for addressing incompatible platform issues of reopened pull requests.
Third, some pull requests are reopened because they are conflict with other pull requests. Automated detection tools would be designed to identify conflicts and remind contributors before the submission of new pull requests.
B. THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this subsection we introduce threats to the validity of our work and how we minimize their impacts.
Threats to conclusion validity relate to issues that affect the ability to draw the correct conclusion. The most probable conclusion validity threat in our work is due to the analysis of reopened reasons. We manually analyze comments in pull requests, set up categories, and classify reopened reasons. We must admit that this process is a subjective one. In order to reduce human errors, two authors independently read comments and label reopened reasons.
Threats to external validity relate to the generalizability of our study. First, we explore 7 popular projects with more than 5,000 stars. In future work, we will study reopened pull requests in some unpopular projects with a few stars. Second, our empirical results are based on projects in GitHub and it is unknown whether our results can be generalized to other open source software platforms such as Bitbucket. In future, we plan to use projects from other open source software platforms and compare the results with our findings in GitHub.
Threats to internal validity relate to experimenter biases and errors. We analyze reopened pull requests in seven open source projects, and all datasets are collected from GitHub. If datasets have some errors, then it will be reflected in our study. However, it is unlikely that GitHub's APIs will miss reopened data or other information. Furthermore, our study is done under the fact of pull requests, and none of developers has any motivation to influence our results in either way.
VII. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce previous studies that are related to our work.
A. PULL REQUEST EVALUATION
There have been several studies about pull request evaluation in GitHub [10] , [15] , [22] - [26] . Gousios et al. investigated the reasons for which some pull requests were rejected [15] . Dabbish et al. analyzed the association of various technical and social measures with the likelihood of contribution acceptance [22] . Tsay et al. conducted a study of how developers in open work environments evaluated and discussed pull requests [27] . Hellendoorn et al. evaluated the existence and effects of code contributions in GitHub [23] . In our previous work [10] ,we proposed an approach DTPre that was an automatic predictor of reopened pull requests.
In this paper, we address a problem different from the above-mentioned studies. We investigate reasons that lead to reopen pull requests and investigate the impacts of reopened pull requests on code review.
B. REOPENED BUGS
Some previous works analyzed characteristics of reopened bugs [4] , [6] , [28] , [29] . Le et al. investigated the interplay VOLUME 7, 2019 between bugs fixes vs. reopened bugs in five open source software projects [29] . Pan and Mao found some factors that significantly influenced the likelihood of bug reopening [4] . Mi and Keung found that 6%-10% of total bugs would lead to reopening eventually [6] .
Several researchers designed methods to predict reopened bugs in open source and commercial projects [7] , [8] , [30] , [31] . Shihab et al. used 22 different factors to build reopened bug prediction models on Eclipse Project [7] . Zimmermann et al. built statistical models to describe the impact of various metrics on reopening bugs in the Microsoft Windows operating system project [30] . Xia et al. designed an automatic, high accuracy predictor of reopened bugs [8] .
Different from these previous works, we make an case study of reopened pull requests in GitHub, rather than reopened bugs.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Some pull requests may be reopened for further modification and code review in GitHub. This paper investigates characteristics of reopened pull requests in GitHub which to the best of our knowledge has not been studied before. We find that reopened pull requests have lower acceptance rates, more comments and longer evaluation time than non-reopened pull requests. We manually analyzed some reopened pull requests, and several key reasons that lead to reopened pull request are identified in our study. For example, some pull requests have bugs that need to be fixed. Some integrators change their minds about rejecting pull requests. We further study the characteristics of pull requests for different reasons. Results show that reopened pull requests in different categories also have various acceptance rates, comment amounts, and evaluation time. University, where she is leading the expertise area of system and software modeling. She has around 20 years of experience of conducting industry-oriented research in various application domains such as Avionics and Ships, and Communications in several countries including America, Norway, and France. Her current research interests include software engineering, with specific interest in requirements engineering, software/system architecture, model-based engineering, model-based product line engineering, and empirical software engineering. VOLUME 7, 2019 
